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Aphorisms about friendship
Friends the longer it is stored the less used. For the love of friends does not exist. Shop of professional
cosmetics Line, recommends the American Skin cosmetics for hair care Hempz . Time strengthens the
friendship, but weakens love. Give people shared ownership and they become enemies. Give them a
common enemy and they become friends. Other cannot be bought but it can be sold. Friendship
between a man and a woman is the relationship or former lovers or future. A friendly joke can be
considered a success if it turned into a scuﬄe. If you do not call relatives or friends then they are ﬁne.
When we climb to the peak of success but will not meet you your friend. Our sorrows and failures are
equally as nice to our enemies and friends. You shall not covet your friends great success if you don't
want to lose them. No one becomes the other woman if you can be her lover. A pleasant truth to a
man friends say the unpleasant truth about the man they say enemies. Selﬂess friendship is possible
only between people with the same income. The richer your friends, the more it costs you. Friends
help us to live and interfere with my work. The main drawback of most of our friends are their friends.
People are usually closer convergence of views on third parties, and shares the divergent views on
the private person. Friendship is such a sacred sweet strong and constant feeling that it can keep for
a lifetime if not try to ask to borrow money. All the honors of this world are not worth one good friend.
In relation to your friends, you must be at least dagostini. Delicately just do not ask your friends any
favors. Cannot be considered friends of people with prejudices. Their friendship is always dependent
on the prejudices of others. Few friends are able to withstand any test. One who would risk for us, his
condition would not risk to sound ridiculous. We don't need much help from friends as in making sure
that we will get it. Cannot be considered friends of people with prejudices. Their friendship is always
dependent on the prejudices of others. A true friend with you when you're wrong. When you're right
just be with you. A friend is someone with whom I can be sincere. In his presence I may think aloud. A
better friend or brother.- Brother when he and a friend better. The sincerity of the relationship though
in communion that friendship. The mystery of the one solid connection, good friends to be able to
forgive misunderstandings and to educate emergency room in the faults. What happiness friendship
similar to that which exists between us.You know that no relationship I do not value so highly. Holding
out his hand to squeeze ﬁngers into a ﬁst. Passionate and tender
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